SJS Biology Major Wins
Phi Kappa Phi Fellowship
yol. 50

+Oen

Its tIIES1tR LANDIS
o it, second consecutive year
52.500 fellowship for graduate
No 99 study
has been awarded to an SJS
student by Phi Kappa P1.i. national!
honor society.
This year’s recipient is Robert
II Staves, senior biological science
major, announced Dr. George G
Bruntz. vice president 01 the Sun
Jose chapter ol Phi Kappa Phi
and chairnam of the local fellowship committee.
Stasm, when reached Friday by
Spartan Daily, was typing his letter of aceptance of the award. He
had been officially notified of the
award by mail several hours
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Spartan Daily
Gets Peacock
For Mascot
The Spartan Daily ad staff hss
peacock has
their peacock! A live
been obtained by the staff for the
purpose of promoting the May 7
Spartan Daily color supplement,
the "Peacock."
Dave Blooms advertising promotion manager. explaihed, "After a
lengthy. and somewhat rigorous
Attempt to get a peacock, we got
the bad " Bloom reported t hat
Stee Parise. who has a ranch
near Cupertino, is willing to lend
the Spartan Daily a peacock Ii
show On campus during April 1-5.
As a part of a promotion sales
on the "Peacock," Bloom MITI ranted on a contest entitled "Peacock Treasure Hunt." Keeping the
mystery to himself, as most ad
members do, will delay explaining
details of the contest. However,
he indicated, A sizable monetary
prize will be awarded to the student who finds the missing peacock."
The "Peacock," the fourth edition. and the "biggest and best," is
twice as large as any preceding
issue. It will receive national distribution in coordination wtih the
dedication to the educational ten San Jose State.
tents!

Stavn replied that he hopes to
study aquatic biology at ’Yale under
Dr G Evelyn Hutchinson, whom
he considers a leading authority
in that field S110.11 Said that the,
biology deoartinerit at Yale has
reconunended his adirussion to that
’shoal, and that "official accept’
mice 411..U.Ill 1.141W
it
Vs 10’11

11

hi-

ll’afINIIIi/f1 1E0111 SJS to Yale woulli
be- a diflicult one, Stavn answered:
"That’s a question I’ve really
been debating. But I get the im-;

When asked where he intends
conduct his graduate study,

Dr. Toynbee
Visits SJS
Wednesday

precision that the individual stutient at San Jose State receives
more personal instruction from
prolesors than do students at other
colleges, and this should make the
Jitterence"
( (

ICEDITS

cuece,- a’’’so
ttcoi!, schola-I, I .
iv, Delir- staff 01 the i
partment," and to two instructors
from other departments.
His special praise was for Dr.
Harland I) Embree. associate professor of chemistry, and Dr James
P. Heath, professor of zoology, of
whom he said. "In my freshman
jear he provided the sound foundation upon which I later built my
biological science education."
Honors have come. consistently
I,, Stasis at SJS The honorary
,aieties to which he has bet. 11
datude Pb,, Eta Sigma,
Malted
freshman honor society , Tau 1}ella
l’It, upper -di ViSloll
tadit a. solie! a Beta beta riatiorial
11..011tP1’

SAAIV1),

8.11(1

101a

Delta Phi, French, language honor
society.

HONOR LIST
Last year he was named to the
President’s Honor List for having
a 4.0 average for two consecuROBERT H. STAVN
tive semesters. This year, he rue. wins fellowship
fully admits, he has "slipped" to
the Dean’s Honor List, which reluires "only" a 3.5 average for
two consecutive semesters.
THE SEARCH IS ENDEDDave Bloom, holding
Parise, what’s to come May 7. The two peaAnother group to honor Stavn
last year’s Peacock edition of the Spartan Daily,
cocks got together at the Parise ranch in the
in the past is the Independent
shows a real peacock, held by its owr.er,
Santa Cruz mountains, where the real one lives.
Householders’ Association, w h o
. awarded him fees scholarships in
and 1962.
’1961
Student Exchange
In addition to studies. Stavn enjoys listening to classical music
:
little dancing on weekfreshman class meeting in I:132 at and "a
ends."
3:30 is discussion of the San Jose
But his chief interest remains
City College-SJS exchange, fresh- biology.
man class president Art Simburg
"It’s an interest I’ve had since
The opp,rtunity to be Queen of manly. to IA (’ark in, Battalion ris Tranquil Manor; Lourine Johnreported.
rhildhood," said Stavn, who chose
the Fourteenth Annual Military S-1, Barracks No. 5, on or before son, Florence Hall; Donna PeterOpen to all students, the ex- niat to follow his family’s interest,
Ball is slipping fast away; hurry, 12 noon April 4.
son, B I a ck more Hall; Kathy
change will be held Saturday. May which is construction.
Cadets may sponsor their dates Shrum, N1erri Lee Hall; Esther
To clarify a statement made hurry, hurry if you are a girl, good
Last year SJS student Ricardo
25 A basketball game between
earlier last week, Dean of Stu- looking and willing to bolster the as candidates for queen by filling Santos, Mary George Co-op; AnSJCC and SJS freshman classes D. Trimillos won a similar award
dents Stanley C. Benz Friday de- morale of San Jose State ROTC out applications In Sl, Box 13-5. nette Ditto, Alpha (’hi Omega;
Ph,
Phi
will be played at 6:30 p.m. f.’.
There is no requirement that the Carolyne Aubrey, Villa Francaise.
fined Jim Sparling’s probation as men.
lowed by a dance at 8 p.m.
Spartan Satires, an upper division candidate must be an SJS student,
Also filing early were: Kathleen
non-rest rictr. e official reprimand
Tryouts for the basketball tea:: p
rather than an official college re- military honor society, is sixscsor- but she must be able to attend Maddern, Kappa Alpha Thet.t
are limited to freshmen wh o aren
all
the
functions.
ing
the
event
at
Moffett
Field
OfSharon Ann Moy, Gamma Phi Betc
Mactive itionit ion.
on school teams. and will he SatThe following girls have returned Susan Thomas, Marian Hall;
Dean Benz explained: "Because ficers Club, April 26.
Imlay, April 20.
acceptames:
become
a
queen
candidate.,
To
their
erly Murphy. The Garland; Jackie
Sparling was inic.lved to a much
Sirnburg said he feel
Hooeer
Sherry
Cable
the
invitations,
Judy
flat];
Colturi. Alpha Omicron Pi; Sharlesser 11t.1.:1’,.. there were no re-i girls must return
sornethiti_
gated" to leave SJS s
strictinu eial’fitains attached to his ’ which were sent to every wonrirt’, Farrell, Phi NI u: lidrhara Felten, on Clark, Magnolia Manor; Carol
remember the freshman eta...,
Whittaker House, \boa Ann liar- M arie (Vain, Crest wood Manor.
ptobation This at ion is an official living tenter in the camous
since the present structure of
Ul
jnda Blackwell. The Chalet; Lynn
reprimand with no deprivation of
government has been aholis:
Logan, Coral Manor; Sharon Latipnvileges."My main hope is that in pls.,.
mer, Kappa Delta; Betty Jo Legan.
ing an exchange 14-tr a worthy
Sparlini!. Tom Fisher and Jim
Prospective San Jose State acHarmony Heights; and Evelyn D.
"Ulcers. Rats and Men." will be
cause, we skill have created the
Fitzsimons faced the ASB Jutors, singers and dancers are beRose. Marimur Hall Annex,
necessary incentive t.. fulfill this, the subject under discussion today
diciary one %seek ago Friday on
The Military Ball has grown ing sought for roles in "Madame 01,11, i
when Dr. James M. Sawrey. procharges if setting off three false
from a small military dance int., Citizen" a comedy written by
lessor of psychology, lectures in
fire alarm. Match 15.
the highlight of the ROTC and is SJS student Louis Valdez and
11235 at 2:30. The speech is open
The Judicidry through a privilnow a completely planned evening scheduled for Revelries, the anto interested students.
eged communication, recommend "The enrollment is limited to 35 with dinner, dancing and enter- nual spring musical comedy.
Assistant Professor of Market"Rats placed in conflict situato Dean 13enz what action ing Eugene F. Grape has announced participants," explained Grape, di- tainment for all.
Gerry Gogol, production diThe Spartan Daily will not tions produce ulcers." said Dr.
Should
taken concerning the a two-week postponement of the rector of the program. "The prorector, is looking for any students
Sawrej. "The more severe the contno.
’’Executive Discipline Seminar" gram is designed to provide a
VAAMMULS)4.au:zjivia
!molested in filling the available. ptibli.h an fliition Friday due to
flict, the worse the ulcer."
Fisher and Fitzsimons were sponsored by the SJS Division of framework of values for decision
roles. A few vacancies also remain Iii,’ beginning of EaAter ’s’aesDr Sawrey is working on a joint
thin. The ()alit %till begin replaciA on official college probation, Business and the Greater San Jose makers. It will highlight contribu’at
the
production
staff.
NN
grant from the United States Pubpublicatien
%%.’1111o,11.1%. April
tions of the liberal arts field in
Which requires that they render Chamber of Commerce.
Tryouts for the acting, singing
lic Health Service for study of fac17
the decision -making process. Th.,
three hours of servio per week to
itil dancing spots will he held
The series of eight dinner meettors in resistance to ulceration in
strength of the liberal arts ale
the rollege community and not
*.might
and
tomorrow
night
at
ings will be held from 6:30-9 p.m.
rats. His partner in the joint
S in Morris Dailey Auditorium
Puttripate in all pant -curricular each Tuesd a y from April 16 proach to better decision-making
grant is his brother. psyohology
and fraternity activities, according through June 4 at the Golden lies in its ability to add more
Illose wishing to audition are ad professor at Alameda State Colmeaningful perspective to the exlo Is.,,
staid to prepare a song for pres’ Doors Restaurant. 15466 San Joselege.
ecutive’s job. Seminar speakers will
1
entation.
’Los Gatos Road, Los Gatos.
"We’ve found that relatively
Cafeteria Lau!)
!eel tire on such subjects as philoso"Madame Citizen!" will he preearly stress of the animal produces
The seminars will be held "with phy. industrial psychohigy. religion
sented May 24 and 25.
at
7th
St.
a group of outstanding authorities and political science." he said.
To preview the lecture
l.SD an increase in resistence to ulcers,"
Anyone wanting more informaProfessor Sawrey. His lecIn the liberal arts field," Grape
10:30 - 2:30
Additional information may I.,
tion should call Norma Brock, and Its Influence on the Mind." to reperted
reporting on the
said. "Participants will be afford- obtained by contacting Grape
2"4.2910 or Cathi Purcell, 292 - be presented Thursday night at 8 ture. will include
gathed a maximum opportunity to asso- Titto6, extension 211,1
in Concert Hall, the Sancha Cluh research and rift mist it
with the distinguished guest
will give interested students the ered in the project.
t’
wi.., appeared be- ciate
fore the Judiciary
lecturers. The program will he preopportunity to hear a tape of a
Dr. Sawrey has been working
in recent closed
sented through a series of dinner
man telling his experiences in tak- on the projeet for five years and
heanni,,s have been put on
official meetings, lectures and general dising the drug u LSD!.
will continue another year and a
Probation by the
administration. eussion.s. An extensive set of readhalf on the present grant.
according to Dean
The
tape
will
be
played
on
of Students
ings will he given to each particiStanley (’. Bertz.
Wednesday at 3:30 p.m. in EDI%
As a result of research findings
pant in the form of a ’reference
One student 114 on
The lecture itself will be given and data, several articles and Mures
probation I library,’" he added.
through the end of
by Dr W W. Harman, professor of research have been printed in
this semester,
Ind
Fee for the seminar is $125.00,
e other is on probation
of electrical engineering at Stan- psychology journals. including the
through the fall
which includes the dinners, a refford and recognized expert in the Journal of Cornp:r,it!’.c and Physisemester.
The one on probation
erence library, lectures, all instrucological Psych .
of psychedelic. drugs,
through
the fall sernestel
material and course notes.
is on an athletic tiomil
Dr. Harman is particularly interteam and can no
, esterl in the liberal education rut Petitions Available
longer participate
*nil next semester.
those studying for professional deHe is also re91Ired to render two hours of
grees. This interest has resulted in For ASS Positions
servlee tn the
,,
college each week for,
the development of special semithe rest of
nars directed toward self discovery dent council positions are availthe semester, Dean
Benz said.
able in the College Union today.
and self realization.
When the student
Executive Council positions inappeared berierurred
lore the Judiciary,
for
hoe
Six vacancies
, hale president. vice president, exhe said, "I knew
I Was
of
Field
session
the Death Valley
ecutive secretary, treasurer. and
completely wrong.
I’m
bbarned of what I
Natural History hecause
attorney general. One hundred sigdid. You read Studies in
Dr.
cancellations.
theta these things
natures are required for these
in the student of last-minute
andirector,
hiller, kit you
petitions.
can’t ass...late them Torn Harvey, school
loth yourself."
nounced Friday.
The Regist!
- office announced
Fifty signatures are required for
The student
today that students attending 5.15 the open student council positions.
Students may earn one semester
on probation for the
attending the
Iflditater of this semester
under Public 1..F1N’s 550 and 1334. They in. iurle two graduete repreex - unit of credit by
*lined to the
SunKorean Veterans and War Or- , sentatives and four senior, junior,
Judiciary that "I field school, whleh runs from
Saturday.
61,0 think about
phans. should sign their attendance a n d sophomore representatives.
the conse- day, April 7 through
quences of it."
vouchers for the month of March. The four freshman representatives
April 13. Tuition is $20.
This student
AIKIDO club members demonstrate the strength
p.m. Wednesday at 460 S. 11th St. They are
at window 13 in the Administra- will he elected next fall
ls paying hack the
Those interested should see Mrs
NI’. 71,es of the migreinchit-1,
of this Aikido method of suspension as they
(I to r.) Gene Coscarelli, Sue Miller, Terry Dyck tion Building today. I.-anon-cm, and
Elections will be Monday. April
Driin Dorothy Ellis. school secretary, in
OPR/ rrigirtrf 1.
exhibition
for
an
practice
to
be
presented 8
man (suspended) and Dick White.
Wednesday
22, and Tuesday. April 23.
15127 ns *sin as possible.

Dean of Students
Explains Recent
Probation Action

Military Ball Queen Candidates
Sought by San Jose ROTC

A, part of a nale-tiay Ittur t,f
California, Dr. Arnold J. Toynbee
famed British historian and internationally known author and lecturer, will visit San Jose State
Wfxinesday.
Dr. Toynbee will discuss "Toward World Unity" at 12:30 in
Morris Dailey Auditorium.
Dr. Toynbee comes to California from Giinnell College, Iowa
where he is the John R. Heath
Visiting Professor of History for
1962-63.
The eminent historian has spent
much time since 1955 lecturing at
various universities in the United
States. His most, recent book.
"America and the World Revolution" was based on his lecture
series at the University of Pennsylvania in 1961.
An abridgement of six volumes
of Dr. Toymbee’s best known work.
"A Study of History." was on best
seller lists for many weeks.
Dr. Toynbee was twice a member of the British delegation to
I h..
In. fb:,...
(*.trifer4q1,..,

Sim burg Proposes
City College-SJS

sych Speech
o Consider
cers, Rats

Students Needed
For SJS Comedy
’Madame Citizen’

Business Division Sponsors
Executive Discipline Seminar

No ’Daily’ Friday

here is the
Peacock

TodaN ?

Probation Status
Given to Students

Sangha Presents
Lecture on Drug

Death Valley Trip
Has Six Vacancies

Veteran Vouchers
May Be Signed

VORIGIM DEFECT WO

Pow"-
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’Algeria -Type’ War
In South Rhodesia?
13 BPI CE t% MINN
United Press International
UNITED NATIONS. N.Y.
(UPI 1 The Africans are talking of a new "Algeria-type" war
against British control in Southern Rhodesia.
The 150,000 square-mile gold
rich and fertile territory is part
of the Federation of Rhodesia
and Nyasaland established in
1953 by act of the British Parliament.
Britain contends that it is selfgoverning; London has authority solely for the territory’s
foreign policy.
Rhodesian nationalists object
to the Constitution written in
1961 on grounds that it is a
"white supremacy" document.
Their supporters forced
through last year’s U.N. assembly a resolution calling for a new
document guaranteeing the "one
man, one vote" principle. Only
Portugal and South Africa voted
no in the 81-2 ballot. Britain refused to participate.
TRIBAL SPOKESMAN
Current lion of the Afro-Asian
group, which includes an even
half of the 110 U.N. members,
is a stocky Rhodesian named
Joshua Nkomo, who wears a
tribal headdress of leopard skin
and feathers as he talks with
diplomats in the delegates’
lounge.
Nkomo is head of the outlawed Zimbabwe African People’s Union (ZAPU), Southern
Rhodesia’s chief nationalist
party.
He came here to testify be-

Through
indecision
opportunity is
often lost
PUBLILIUS SYRUS

If your Indecision has z3
with
choosing a career, you might
into
the
opportunilooking
try
ties offered in life insurance
sales, leading to sales management.
We’re looking for young men
with initiative and imagination
who want to grow with their
careers. And we’re ready to
begin your training now, while
you’re still in college.
Stop by our office for a talk or
write for the free booklet,
"Career Opportunities".

PROVIDENT
11f r
MUTUAL
IMSUPANGE
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fore the assembly’s 29 -nation
committee on colonialism, a
group that looked like a pie-inthe-sky creation when the world
parliament created it, with a
strong push by Russia, two
years ago.
REMINDS OF ALGERIA
Nkomo denounced British policy. called for reforms and from
a distance of 3,000 miles issued
a 48-hour ultimatum to imperturbable R. A. Butler, Britain’s
deputy cabinet chief who is
seeking in London a way out
of the Rhodesian puzzle.

Post Office
Wit: ABCD,
ZIP, N1MS
By DICK WEST
United Press International
WASHINGTON t UPI) The
rest of my body may not be
anything that the Kennedy administration would endorse, but
I do have well conditioned
thumbs.
I keep them in shape by
thumbing through magazines,
and as I was giving my thumbs
a workout one evening recently,
my attention was gaffed by the
title of an article in the magazine I was warming up on.
"The wittiest man in Washington," it said, and I naturally
paused there to see upon whom
the accolade had been bestowed.
Somewhat to my surprise, the
recipient turned out to be Postmaster General J. Edward Day.
As a sample of the postmaster
general’s wittiness, the magazine
cited a remark Day made one
night when a strong breeze was
playing hob with feminine hairdos at some kind of function.
Day said he wished he had the
comb concession.
That is truly a witticism, all
right. and I guess it proves that
Day deserves the "wittiest man"
title. I doubt that even Chaplin
could top that.
At any rate, the article
aroused more than my usual
amount of interest in the testimony taken this year by the
House subcommittee on post
office appropriations.
The transcript of the hearings
was released Friday and I eagerly leafed through a copy to
see if I could find any more of
Day’s witticisms.
I will have to say that I was
disappointed, although I really
don’t blame Day for not wasting
his witticisms on the subcommittee, which probably wouldn’t
have appreciated them anyway.
But if he was short on witticisms Day certainly was long
on abbreviations, which are
short for the mogiams he has
Instituted at the Post Office Department.
Among others he mentioned
NIMS (Nationwide Improved
Mail Service), ABCD (Accelerated Business Collection Delivery),
VMD (Vertical Mail Delivery),
WMS (Work Measurement SysPOMSIP I Post Office
tem
Management and Service Improvement Program I and ZIP
Zone Improvement Plant.
I never knew before that we
were getting all of that for a
five-cent stamp. So what do
you want for a nickelJB (Jack
^

STAMP OUT LETTUCE
SANDWICHES
NOW
Monday & Tuesday only
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Thrust and Parry
ASB Library Rep.
Explains Closure
Editor:
As the ASB Representative to
the Library Committee. I was
truly amazed to see the recent
letter i Jerry Bacon et. al.1 giving further protest to the "closing" of the library over Easter
vacation. Mr. Bacon and friends
may or may not have read the
library policy as stated on the
front page of the March 19
Daily. In any event, I shall try
to explain the library’s position
on the issues as stated:
1.1 The North and South
Wings have not sufficed for a
year and a half. Many complaints have reached us on this
matter, and the sooner the library is able to "let out its
belt," the better it will be able
to serve the students. Surely
three days is a small price to
pay for two months of use of
the Central Wing.
2.1 The moving company was
under contract to move the
library furniture between semesters, but this move has been
delayed once already. The movers can give us efficient service
during this their slack season.
Further delay would result in a
broken contract (at cost, of
course) and the possibility of
a longer more.
3.1 With various vorkshops
and other activities scheduled
between the end of finals and
the start of the summer period,
believe it or not, more people
use the library then than during
Easter. Surveys have been taken
of SJS Library use during vacations which back up this point.
4.) Far from 17,000 students
are involved. A more reliable
estimate would be 150-200 SJS
students. Nevertheless, this is
an important minority.
I have attempted to show the
reasons for partially closing the
library. I will continue with a
restatement of the library semices available to SJS students
during the vacation period.
John E. Hammond
ASB Rep. Library C mIttoe

Hamlet’s Marriage
Interest to Hoffman
Editor:
Upon reading the announcement on the back page of the
March 25 issue of the Spartan
Daily, we were amazed to learn
that Hamlet was married. It is
a shame you could not have released this information while
Calvin Hoffman was here. It
may have made some difference
in the question of the authorship of the play.
M. K. Warren
ASH 7433
Judy Saltzman
ASK R173

’Job Well Done’
Demo Symposium
Editor:
The symposium conducted by
the SJS Demos Wednesday night
spread rays of light on a wide
range of topics.
Professors Birns and Norton
attempted to answer questions
ranging from the depressed
areas of West Virginia to the relationships between Catholicism
and Communism.
My thanks to the Democratic
Club for a job well done. I hope
it keep up the good work.
Fred Persily
ASB A2457
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pants in this shadow boxing and
windwill tilting believe that
there are just two kinds of
economics ior societies namely.
capitalist and communist I neither of which exists anywhere!)
and,
2. That the complete answer
to this semantic controversy is
found in a remark (a "crack"?)
attributed to London Punch
("What Fools These :Mortals
Be") sometime during the early
days of the Great Depression
It said: "Capitalism ain’t what
it used to be, and never was"!
William H. Poytress
Professor of Economies

Judo Star Needs
Wallet’Hungry’
Editor:
Recently SJS graduate Ben
Campbell returned from Japan
where he has been training to
represent our country at the
Pan American Games in April
and at the Olympic Games next
year. Since he is the currently
U.S. Heavyweight Judo Champion, Campbell has received a
small stipend for living expenses
while he trains in San Jose this
month.
Yesterday Campbell’s wallet,
containing about $90 for living
expenses, disappeared. It would
be difficult not to know to
whom the wallet belongs for it
contains a number of Ben’s
cards. As a student of this college and as a fan of Olympic
sports. I request whoever finds
or has found the wallet to return it to Campbellhe’s getting hungry.
Jim McDonald
A11525

Truth Seeker Gives
Browning ’Rights’
Editor:
As one in the contingent of
truth seekers on this campus
(carrier of the green bag or
otherwise) I grant Mr. Browning
the right to express his opinion
about any moral issue, be it a
"decalogue or a construction of
human reason," and commend
his faith in God.
However, Mr. Browning, I
would like to say that you cannot defend your faith philosophically as you have tried to do.
You say, "morals are in themselves good, but they do not go
far enough." You have committed here what I call the "pathetic descriptive" fallacy. I
wish you would show me a moral
sometime and tell me how it is
in itself good. Then I would like
to know what human properties
it has that does not enable it
to go far enough.
Many of us healthy, happy,
hedonist atheists (some of whom
attended Spsulacamp) have been
flourishing for years, adhering to
mere ethical systems, or having
no particular set of values at all.
"From my limited experience,"
I shall be willing to argue that a
use of reason is better than a
child -like trust in anything. I
have faith in man’s ability to
"keep from going off the deep
end," to understand himself, and
to enjoy life without the aid of
an omniscient Father, whether
He exists or not.
Leave faith to God, and morals to philosophy.
Judy Saltzman
ASB 8473

’I Oppose UN’ Sign,
Not Anti-MUN
Editor:
I write to correct the error
which appeared in the Friday,
March 22, issue of the Spartan
Daily. The large sign bearing "I
Oppose the UN" is not an antiMUN display. It would be very
unfair for me as a freshhman at
San Jose to oppose the MUN
without thorough investigation. I
have not had the time to look
into the SJS MUN and so do
not feel qualified to support its
abolition at this time.
The Spartan Daily has followed a very shaky policy in
making an assumption and then
printing it as fact without verification.
Cary Koegle
A8821

Prof. Poyfress
Tells Observations
Editor:
Stimulated by all this "much ado-about-nothing"
talk
and
writing on the "old fashioned
capitalism" (sic!) I am let to
observe:
1. That many of the partici-

Lyke Staff Writer
Makes Her Reply
Editor:
Re: George Martin’s column
of Friday, March 22.
I think it is about time for me
to take part in this game, or
does George Martin think that
my "intelligence, comprehension
and competence" would not suffice in this respect either?
Imagine that my "idiotic piece
of immature journalism" should
attract the attention of a sophisticated, broadminded, big
wheel like George, who is definitely superior in every journalistic respect!
Fortunately I did not take
George’s column seriously. If I
had, I, apparently, would have
acquired all kinds of inferiority
complexes. However I know that
he is fond of elaborate nouns
and adjectives, although I think
he could have omitted his flattery and admitted that brunettes
can also be dumb.
Anyway, there must be something wrong with my comprehension since I thought that
Lyke was put out by students
and not by professionals. "Unfortunately for Lyke." I am a
language major rather than a
journalism major, and my experience in journalism is very
limited. I wanted to be on the
Lyke staff in order to learn
something. And I guess I have
already won one piece of wisdom: Don’t ever attack the Spartan Daily again!
Inger Ruud
ASB A8243

’Anti-MUN’ Signs
Get More Comment
Editor:
I would like to comment, on
the recent article which appeared in the Spartan Daily on
March 22 about "Anti-MUN"
signs. I am very pleased to know
that Mr. Sam Obregon appears
to have all the information about
the situation in the Congo.
Indeed he must be a very wise
man to have acquired all this
knowledge, since even some of
the experts in Congolese affairs
have not always understood all
that took place in the Congo
since freedom was granted.
I believe Mr. Mason is right.
The behavior and tactics of the
U.N. Army in the Congo have
been far from ideal. The invasion
of Katanga has been accomplisheel with some barbaristic methods of warfare. The copper mines
in the Katanga Province seem to
have been of more importance
than the freedom of the Congolese people.
Mark Ja.eops
ASB 1875

Hussain ’Ignorant
Of Arab Question’
Editor:
In regard to the ambiguous
letter by Mr. Hussain published
on March 25, it seems to me
that he is politically ignorant
about the situation in the Arab
World.
The delicate game the U.S. is
engaging in the Middle East,
along with England and France
from one side and Russia from
the other, is clue to the rronom-
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Editor:
I am writing in regard to Mr.
Hussain’s letter in the Thrust
and Parry of March 25. He objected to the recognition by the
United States government of the
new government in Iraq, and he
claimed too that the new government had become steeped in the
blood of More than 10,000 people
to remain in power.
I wonder how he reached this
astronomical figure. Does it
come from Bravada of Moscow
or Spark of Beirut?
In reality the only nations
that have hesitated to recognize
the new government of Iraq have
been Communist, including the
USSR. The only party that was
upset in Iraq’s revolution was
the Communist Party because its
members lost their positions and
control after the new government came to power and booted
out their stooge Kassam.
Mr. Hussain failed to mention
the humanitarian, democratic institutions and the freedom of
speech that flourished during
Kassem’s five years in power,
perhaps because there was nothing to mention. To accuse the
new Iraqi government of causing

Swenson Building San Jose
777 North First Street
Phone 298-6268

ASH 1817

Students Pledge
To Support Birns
Editor:
relation
lation to R. H. Wendline’s
letter to "Thrust and Parry" ccii,.
the oblique pressure;
that are being applied to Professor L. R. Birns, We pledge
our complete support.
Having listened to seveNa 1
stimulating discourses on mar
controversial subjects, we have
found Prof. Rims a radiant in.
dividualLst He has enlichtened
many a cloudy mind. We may
not agree with every concept uttered by the professor. but we
feel he should have the right to
say them. Also, Prof. Birns welcomes valid criticism.
Lately, a handful of "closeminded" individuals have found
Prof. Birns’ beliefs shocking sad
this is simply because Prof. Bin s
is not the stereotype professor
found in abundance here at SJS.
Must the teachers at state colleges have "state" beliets? Is
Prof. Birns before his time at
SJS, or after it?
C. M. Sevilla
ASB A1151
D. It. Shearer
ASH A.1871
Special
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bloodshed because it got rid
of
the Communists who had
infi
trated the old regime and who
had lost their status quo as
a
party in all parts of the
Arab
world and who hail played the
last card--violencein Iran
in
order to come to power with any
price. Probably his accusation
could have been more construetive if it were objective instead
of subjective, based on the false
accusation that had been channelled through
g111I:
); iliostzsiv.

Student Challenges
Iraq Criticism

[ELM=

Make Your Reservations
Early for the Holidays
1,111 Illt
I 1 II Y1 VI
1-Csilltises

’cal and strategical importance
of that spot. So, a national revolution in any of the Alai) countries would lead to: 1) The loss
of their interest in that country,
21 an extension of its revolutionary movement to another one,
3) closer ties between the liberated ones then Arab unity, and
4) a threat to their puppet
"Israel," and the regaining of
Palestine. Although they recognized these revolutionary governments, we find them, at the
same time, plotting against
these governments and strengthening, by all means, their positions in the countries under their
influence. Examples of that are
the 1956 Suez war, the role
played by the communists in
Iraq which deviated the 1958
revolution from its objectives,
breaking the unity between
Egypt and Syria, introducing
friction between the Algerian
leaders in 1962, and now, the
West is helping the thrown Imam, Saudi Arabia, and Jordan
against the Yemeni Republic
while Russia is introducing false
facts, accusations and encouraging the Iraqis to revolt against
the new Iraqi governments.
As for the bloodshed on Feb.
8, you should know better, Mr.
Hussain, than introducing a
false figure of 10,000. The number of people killed is very much
less than what the communists
killed in Mosul, Kirkuk, and
Baghdad in 1959 and 1961. If it
were not for the new Iraqi government directions, the Iraqi
people would have killed all the
communists who resisted the
revolution in order to keep a
destructive and anti-national
type of government. Any Arab
who stands against such national revolutions is nothing but dishonest and disloyal to his country and the Arab cause. This is
exactly how the Communist
Party in the Arab World stands,
and I would not consider it onhuman getting rid of some of
them.
Alxhilla Al-Rasheed
AS11 35
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Moratorium on Death Penalty
Subject of State Controversy
(ftaTORE NOTE tis s ti,s lint tom of punishing a mats by takms
four-part series OA capital pun- his life still serves a useful pus -;A
ihrent in California Since the too pose or if society has advanced
Bsy Area murder trials of Giesa de to such a stage in civilization that
Kaplany and Rss!ph and Iva Kreiger, it no longer feels it has the sight
the public has become extremely con. to kill a human being.
Two bills involving the death
corned with the state’s death penalty
laws. This series will discuss the capital ! penalty have been introduced into
the Calitornia IANislature.
punishment bills now before the logis
louse and will investigate the opinions
MORATORIU M BILL
of lawmakers, church leaders and law
One. proposed Jan 31 by Assemofficers).
blyman Lester McMillan ID-Los
Angeles t, would giant a four-seat
By DIANE JUDGE
moratorium on the death penalty.
Staff Political Writer
for all crimes except double murDoes Irian time the right to take der. kidnap-murders, killing
of .1
the life of another human being? law enforcement officer, or killing
People haw beers debating this of a prison guard.
question ever since Christianity inThis bill is in line with a rertroduced the sameept of the worth
stf each individual. placing equally commendation by Gov. Edmund G
Brown who, in his inaugural adhigh value on the lives of both
dress, expressed a desire for thi,
slave and master.
legislation.
Through the ages. capital punishIn opposition to MeMillan’s bill.
tnent has been inflicted in and for
Assemblyman C. George Deukemany offenses a variety of way.s.
Persons stealing a loaf of bread, mejian R -Long Beach) proposed
broadening application of the death
lying to a king, and murdering anpenalty to cover offenses by armed
other person all have been pun- ,
criminals and certain sex criminals.
ished by death. Guillotines, a hang- !
in. noose, the common knife, and
REVERSE TEST
*in Quentin
chamber all
"If the deterrent effect of the
..emt iies!ss.nts 4ot death.
death penalty is to be subjected
Jless t11:0
I’ a test such as the moratitrium
ills -lent (’0.5 - which has been proposed," Deukemejian said, "then I believe we
-.hould conduct the test in reverse!
!,y increasing the application of thel
lest.th penalty to see if it reduces
RENT A
,.sslenee."
The subject of these two hills is
raising a furor throughout the
ate. Legislators are crossing party !
Site( ial

TYPEWRITER

3 mos. $18

I

01 R "REAT
TO OWN PLAN"

411#VAIrtireifi4e0
BUSINESS MACHINES
AND OFFICE EQUIPMENT

Third & San Fernando

!toes, religious leaders are planning
send lobbying groups to Sacra-!

Academic Credit
For Active Students

suggested that one more unit be
By RON LEINIO
Academic credit for work in stu- I added tor those who held offices.
dent government? Such plans are IA letter grade would be given for
In effect on other campuses, and the two unit portion and a plus or
It least once a plan tsf this sort minus for the laboratory.
was considered tor SJS.
"There are certain elements of
Intmesteel membeis of the pres- leadership that can be taught." ae.;
ent senior class instituted the plan cording to ASS Vice President
in the spring of 1960.
Steve Larson. Larson was one of
"The basic idea was that elected the students backing the plan.
officers should integrate their
Larson has altered his thinking
work in office with the class on the plan since 1960. "1 wouldn’t
studies. The proposal was that say I’m in favor of academic credsome sort of organized leadership it. I’m in favor of the philosophy
training be given for oficers," ex- behind it."
plained seniut class adviser Dr.
ACADEMIC INCENTIVE
Wsuaren P. Fraleigh.
Larson explained that his fear
PSYCHOLOGY OF LEADERSHIP of the plan was that academic!
Under the supervision of Dean of credit might be an incentive for
Students Stanley C. Benz and Fra- running for office. Ideally, the
Leigh, interested students looked plan "should be a method where-

nalts is not a deterrent to
mime." said MeNfillan. "The experience of states and nations where
’hey abolished it bears this out.
’hey had no increase in homicide
t
semblyman William F. Stan s !If -San Joses a co-author of
)’s tan’s MIS said he does not
e in the deterrent theory.
!tt,se -homicide is subject to a
.1- set of sociological factors.
it ...petal punishment neither in nor decreases the rate of
la areas having similar
ii charaeteristies."
upport of his bill, Asseniblvin
said "Because into the possibilities of Psychology
by students could learn."
ren is a free agent and has a 182, psychology of leadership.
One concern als,ut the plan was
lice will, it follows that his choice
This is a two unit courses It was
that it be ’’academically respect.f action will be influenced by the
able." It was thought that this
sonsequences which will flow from
might involve seminars. class disCLISIdOnS, term papers, examinaKING OF TERRORS
tions, and the like.
"It follows that punishment for
"If academic credit is given, the
a crime will deter one from comactivity would have to be academmitting a crime. Death, which is
ically acceptable to the faculty. It
the king of terrors and which is
would have to be academic in nathe extreme penalty, is the most
ture," said Dean Benz.
effeetie deterrent."
"There would need to be careSen. Clark L. Bradley fR-San
Thomas I). s, on, program offi- ful definition as to what the credit
Jose) said he is convinced the
credit is
death penalty is effective. He cited cer in the sti J -,ion of private or- is given for. How much
question.
the decreasing number of kidnap- ’ ganizations for the Peace Corps, to be givers is another
given credit for repings in the United States follow- will meet with SJS students and Should he be
are
ing passage of the Lindbergh Act. faculty membeis who are interest- peating that office? These
have to
which established capital punish- ed in Peace Corps service on cam- some of the decisions that
be made before such a plan can be
pus Vednesday and Thursday.
ment for that offense.
Nearly 3,000 additional volun- put into effect," Benz explained.
Republicans and Demorats both
The plan was considered at the
are split on the capital punishment teers will man the 100 new Peace
Corps projects slated to begin close of the spring semester. When
issue.
subject
Republican Deukemejian said, "I training this spring and summer. the semester ended, the
The greatest need is for English was dropped.
do not believe the death penalty is
a partisan issue. At least three teaches-s. Liberal arts graduates, as
leading Democrats in the Assembly well as experienced teacheis, are
have co-authored my measure to needed for teaching positions.
Developing nations have reqeustbroaden the application of the
death penalty, and I know there ed the skills of faimets, fishermen.
are other Democrats who oppose engineers, savings and loan spe-

Peace Corps
Officer Here
This Week

inento. and John Q. Public and his r
friends are debating the merits ,
"givin’ the guy what he deserves," as opposed to letting him
the moratorium measure in both cialkts, home economists, mechan-repent to save his soul."
ics, and 250 other occupations.
the Assembly and Senate.

"Likewise, I am sure there pt-oh-’
MAIN QUESTION
’rhe effectiveness of capital pun- ably are some Republicans who
ishment as a crime deterrent favor the moratorium or abolition.
seems to be the main question in even though they are few in number," he added.
debate.
"I’m convinced that the death

NOT PARTISAN
Stanton said he believes that the
moratorium will receive more suprout from the Democrats than from
lit publisans, hut lie also says it
is not a partisan issue.
Neither Republican Bradley nor
Democrat Hugh M. Burns, president pro tempore of the Senate,
5:51’ let back the moratiaium bill.
they stated.
"I am opposed to consideration
of any temporary or permanent
modification of the law at the present tiine ant will do all I can to
srevent any hearings on the sub,I at
this legisla!S. session,’’
sphasized Burns

Personnel Counselor
To Discuss Book
tsersonnel
s. "Values in
t’harlotte Bub: in his 1.2 ,look talk Wedness. afternoon in rooms A and B
.! the colls
deteria,
of the points of the book
of moult values found in
lierapy. Psychotherapy curs quite cogent, according to
In fact, it is a social
-’y for some people.
is. Clyde received his Ph.D. in
PS’S; sit Ohio State University.
T:

0,,!
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Don’t be a meat -head! Get Vitalis with V-7.
keeps your hair neat all day without grease. ‘-Naturally. V-7.:", is the greaseless grooming discovery. vit-a-hs
Vitaliss with V-7 fights embarrassing dandruff, prevents "...0.’
,
dryness, keeps your hair neat all day withoutgrease. Try it!

N.f.?

$195
HEAFFEFG
new ballpoint
plus free 790 refill
’Safeguard’ clip works the tip. Tip is
protected and so is your shirt. Plus free entry
In No-Loser Sweepstakes for fabulous prizes.

SPARTAN

BOOKSTORE

"Right On Campus"

Nobody Loses In Sheaffer’s No-Loser Sweepstakes
Fill out and mall section of card attached to the pen for your
FREE king-size transparent 79e refill that lets you see your

supply. Sending in the card also makes you eligible to win such
valuable prises as TV sets, tape recorders, comras, etc

Jessica Miff ord
Dinner Speaker
For Theta Sigs

$195
HEAFFEKS

velopment projects, ranging from
self-help school construction to the
organization of libraries, health
centers, adult education classes
and village councils.
Volunteers, who must be Ameriean citizens with no dependents
tinder 18, receive three months of
estensive training at an American
college in the customs, history, cultare, and language of the host.
tasuntry.
Anyone interested in more infoimatien should contact In-.
James Thornton, Peace Corps liaison officer ;11 2!II-6-11-i. ext. 2076.

nual Matrix Banquet of Theta Sigma Phi, professional women’s ,
journalism society, Friday at
Adobe Creek Lodge, Los Altos,
Miss Mitford, whose articles
have appeared in Life, Saturday
Review of Literature. Esquire, air
mins periodicals, has recently c,,sis.
pleted "The American Way of Dying," which will be released in
June.
She also has written "Daughters
and Rebels," an autobiographical
account of her life in Britain prior
to World War
This year’s Matrix Award for 1
outstanding contributions to American letters will be presented to
’Frank J. Taylor, prominent Los
Altos author and free lance writer, according to Miss Milford.
The public is invited to attend
the banquet.
It seems the spring atmosphere! All proceeds will go to student
has crept into the library’s book- , chapters of Theta Sigma Phi at
shelves.
SJS send Stanford Univiersity
Such entertaining books as "The Tickets may be obtained from Mr>,
World of Golf," "Cheerleader 1.:1(1011 HalLSell, 347 Aldean Ave.
Handbook." and "Hay Making" are Mountain View, YO 8-3907.
some of the more than 100 new
books that have been added to its
collection.
Students who enjoy reading
about multi -millionaires may find
enjoyment in "The Vanderlsilt
Legend," or those who enjoy playwright Tennessee Williams may
Would you like to guide weary
read his latest book, "The Night SJS freshmen and new students
of the Iguna."
around campus during Olientation
New books added come under Week?
the following categories: philosoIf so, look no further.
phy and psychology, religion, soOne -h undre el-ten Orientation
issl science, education, philology, Week leader positions are open Iii
science, applied science, the interested students, it was an-,
, literature, history and travel, nounced recently by Dirk East-1
school, and children’s books. man, Orientation Week chairman. ,
LA the 110 new books, 40 come
Applications are available today ,
under the literature category.
through Friday at the College Un- I
Twenty-nine new records also ion. Interviews are scheduled for
ii iss. been added to the library’s April 17-20.
’Section. Some are Arabella seSelected candidates will be re1,s St MUSS and piano se- ruiired to attend two training ses!! r,Itaehmaninoff,
,,,n; Mays 7 and 14

Books in Library
Remind Readers
Spring Is Here

Leaders Sought
For Orientation

new ballpoint
plus free 790 refill
’Safeguard’ clip works the tip. Tip is
protected and so is your shirt. Plus free entry
In No-Loser Sweepstakes for fabulous prizes.
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’’Right On Campus’

OFFICIAL RULES
Print your name and address on an official entry blank. Mail
to the W. A. Sheaffer Pen Company, P. 0. Box 314, Fort
Madison, Iowa. Entries must be postmarked by midnight
May 1, 1963, and received by May 10, 1963, to be entered in the Sweepstakes.
2. Everyone who submits an official entry blank will receive a
giant ’Skrip’ ballpoint refill, regardless of the date received.
3. All official entry blanks qualify for the 195 Prize Drawing.
You may also enter this drawing by copying in plain block
letters on plain paper the word "SHEAFFER’S" from any
source, one entry per envelope, and mailing to P. 0. Box
314, Fort Madison, Iowa, postmarked no later than May I,
1963, and received by May 10, 1963.
4. The 195 Prize drawing will be conducted on or about May
IS, 1963, by an independent organization, Advertising Distributors of America, Chicago, Illinois. Winners will be
notified by mail approximately 30 days after the drawing.
S. Sweepstakes is open to all residents of the U.S.A., except
those of Wics., and Nebr, and other states or localities
where drawing is prohibited, regulated or taxed, and employees and families of the W. A. Sheaffer Pen Company,
its advertising and judging agencies.
1.

ljayleSS Cleaners

$195
HEAFFEFG

Cleans What 1
Need for
Weekend Parties

Skirts & Sweaters $.65
Trousers
.65
Suits
1.10
Dresses
1.10
2 or more dress shirts
.29 each

11.1.)011:Here’s where a button-down should button down

PAYLESS CLEANERS
1480 West Alma

292-8139

Open: Mon. 12-6; Weekdays 9-5:30: Sat. 9-3

,f-ORIGINAL--

In

Sheaffer’s NO -LOSER SWEEPSTAKES.

Miss Jessica Milford, East Bay
Liberal arts graduates could also
find assignments in community de- authoress, will speak at the an-

Witsreyer you go you look better la

ni

DEFECTIVE

new ballpoint
plus free 790 refill
In

’Safeguard’ clip works the tip. Tip is
protected and so is your shirt. Plus free entry
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Diamondmen Take Two
From St. Mary’s Nine
63, DAN MeCLEAN
sd, Jirne. State’s baseball team
season win rec.
doubled its total
and strengthened its first place
standings Friposition in league
swept a doubleday night when it
and 8-2, from St.
!wader. 2-1
Mary’s at Municipal Stadium.
The Spartans were outhit in
6-5 in the first and
both contests,
7.6 in the second. Both games
contests,
were seven -inning
the route In
went
Bill nativism
notching his first
the first game,
ads’s, of the campaign. Daw.
recent
on, she Is Just over
became the
bout with the flu.
first Midler on the squad to
bon a game other than Jim

entry
S.

tE

Veber.
San Jose State had to come
win the opener,
from behind to
as the Gaels opened the scoring
In that frame,
in the third inning.
!ea singles. a walk and an error

psfakes

is for your

Specializing In All Styles of

et your ink

Hank’s Barber Shop

0 win such

293-0705
148 B. Alma
Open Tues.-Sat. 9-6

S. etc

HENRY WATANABE

in

John
Olejnik*
says...

3 entry

RE

tt Even If you can’t pass the
Physical Exam at that time,
you can get more Insurance
later on .. . with College Life’s
famous policy, THE BENEFACTOR, designed expressly for college men and sold exclusively to
college men. Call ma today and
I II explain how and why. No obligation, of course.,

Herculean Mile Relay Effort
Gives Spikers Revenge Win

sports

produced St. Mary’s only run of
the game.
SJS evened the score in the
bottom of the inning, as Gary
Vice doubled, and went to third
on a fielder’s choice. Then he and
Carl Fisher, who reached first on
an intentional walk, executed a
double steal for the run.
Monday, April 1. 1963
San Jose State scored again
In the fifth, on two singles, a
fielder’s 11.110i(0., and is doubt, hs
Rick HusischinL %lee again seored
the run.
The nightcap was a different
situation entirely, as the Gaels 1
committed five errors, many in
Important situations, to help the
Spartans to an easy victory.
St. Mary’s committed two errors in the first inning, and this,
combined with two Spartan hits,
gave SJS a 4-0 lead, which proved
enough to win the game. One of
the hits was a two-run single by
Ron Lindenman,
The Spartans are now 3-0 in,
league, while the Gaels are 1-3.

By DAVE NEWHOUSE
Stanford and San Jose State
went down to the wire again Saturday, with Dwight Middleton getting
SPARTAN DAILY.-6 three firsts to give Bud Winter’s
Stalwarts a 76-69 win.
SJS and Stanford each scored
83 points in the triangular meet
with Oklahoma, defending Big
Eight champs. who totaled 15. But,
to the 3,000 who set through the
at -times chilly afternoon, only the
SJS-Stanford rematch really mat- i
tered.

tastic second effort for each II1011
Stanford w.c., sparked t..!. 1111’01.
men under 9.05.6 in the two-rials,
Harry McC:alla’s 4:04.4 mile
over Ben Tucker 4:10.0) and Jose
A zevedo
4:10.8 I, Steve C101 double hurdle victers irst
Larry LeFall came in with h
slan Downey’s upset win in
half-yard lead, Mike Giheau
the triple jump.
stretched it to four yards, Jim
Grouthoff held on for a two-yard
440 Relay-San Jos* State (Murad.
advantage, and then Middleton and Omegberni. Webb, Middleton). Stanford
Okiahorn:
41.0. Mile - McCall. (S).
Stanford’s Ken Emanuel. took
Tucke ISIS). Anted. (5151 404.4.
over.
.1a, ----Baughman ISIS). Prone (51.
Emanuels stayed on Durable Brow, "...15); 210-81/2. 1-1.1- Risaka ISI
Bon,us (5); 6-4 (Realm
Leading by 19 points with two Dwight’s heels until the home
,ses). 440-Middleton
stretch, when he caught Middletor,
liS)
Emenuels (S): 47.6.
10 yards from the tape.
1.5f.-mu-ic iSJS) Ornagbemi
9.6. 120 HH-Cortwright
Somewhere in the final 15 yards, Quested
Middleton uncovered some hidden (5). Hewitt 101, Taylor ISIS): 14.6.
880-GIbeau
Groothoff (5.151,
adrenalin to nip Emanuel!, in a
fSl I 497 220-Mu...I (SIS). lag3.12.0 for both schools.
chis 15).21.6. SP-arch (S),
,’1,vr
Inman (0): S5.Il. PVMiddleton’., finish was a brilWhite (5) Turnbull ISIS)’
4
(Bo.e,
won
liant effort, as the swift sophoon fewer misses). Die
Edwards (US) Inman
impre stIV. troubled with an mewl
,
151. Mc.
101:179
stionach after anchoring the 440 Calla 1.
taand (5); 9,01.1.
rein) team to a 41.0 win and leg- Relay-S, ,:se State (LeFell,
ging It to a 17.6 win In the quar- G,00ic(
cd!efon) 312.0.
Nothing lsit a world .4 good ter mile.
T.
’r
San Jose State 83.
came out of San Jose State’s inSan Jose had a basket -load
formal track and field meet at
ups and downs over an afternoet
Spartan Field Friday afternoon.
Independent fast -pitch and sloe. of thrills.
The
Spartan
frosh
displayed
new
pitch softball schedules have been
Mike Gibeau’s 1:49.7 in the 880 ,Citte 1)09 cepilice
and versatile talent on its roster.
revised and mailed out to team
Loyd Murad’s 9,6 and 21 6 in th.
1The
meet’s
biggest
surprise
was
managers, according to Dan Un- !
Wayne Het-men’s double-teaming sprints. Ken Bowen’s 14-6 :
ruh, intramural director.
vault and BM) Baughman’s 21’ of Ed Moody in the sprints.
The revised schedules will affect
javelin toss were all winning
today’s fast -pitch games, Unruh
Iterrnen. the Missouri mighty - that took care of the up depar
said. All 14 teams will be competmite, ripped off is 9.7 DM, catch- ment.
ing, with all games set to start
ing and passing Moody in the
Danny Murphy’s stomach erim:
at 3:45 p.m.
Last MI yards. Hermen repeated which forced him out of the
Kappa Pi plays Sigma Alpha ’
with a surprisingly easy victory mile race after leading on the
Epsilon No. 2 on field one; the
In the 220, clocking 21.4 to lap. Bob Lovejoy’s below-pal
Diamonds face the Red Hoard on
Moody’s 21.7.
high jump and Middleton’s scratchfield two: Sinfonla takes on the
ing from the 220 were the ince.
outIt
was
the
first
loss
of
the
Individuals on field three. the Slot.
SOCCER STANDOUTS Dave Kingsley (I.) and Al Korbus lead a
serious downs.
door
season
for
Moody
and
the
Sacks tangle with Pink Tub Annex
promising parade of about 40 athletes who will participate in
:-1,*e.aters & Cashmere Coats
(met appearance of Hermen in the
on field four; the Cal -Hawaiians
Groothoff at 151.4 in the soo
the annual spring workouts, which get under way this afternoon.
Our Specialty
Golden
February’s
sprints
since
face Markham Hall on field five
LeFall at 47.9 in the 140 and
Gate Invitational indoor meet in
Army ROTC plays Moulder Hall Ji
Oussighemi’s 9.7 1011. were
San Francisco.
on field six, and Air Force ROT(’
I
DISCOUNT WITH ASP CARD
inizs
Moffett Field entered a small sails:dile second place sl
and Allen Hall meet on field seven
cinder
session.
Friday’s
fir
team
in
the
Spartans.
Each home team, those listed
Vandenberg Air Force Base and
first on the above schedule, must
The splits for the wins.:.
Alameda Naval Air Station
.1 rt
supply a man to act as base umtandem were Le-Fall. 48.0; Gibes
eouldn’t make the meet
pire.
Middi.,
Santo Clara
Groothriff.
47.14.
and
Kwang-Le Au is this year’s all
IMei 1101111f0i IS another new
college table tennis champion
name on Dean Miller’s growing
Manid Thutiyakul finished second
WILLIAMS
pan. Asman Khan, Slobodan Galeb, led of fresh 011C1’1’.0001. Holmes,
and Jack LaFever third in the
Neatly 40 SJS SOM.!’ hopefuls Veldts Svans, Ed Zumot and out for the club only t%%11 neek.,
competition. Unruh said.
a. Ii attempt to catch the eye or Amagh Nudica.
flashed to a 48.6 sictory in the
The Men’s Gym will be open to- coach Julie Menendez when the
4411.
Leading the frosh aspirants
throw
competition
free
night for
annual spring soccer workouts eet are T
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Golf Team Wins Easily;
Lotz Burns Up Course

John Lotz fired his best round an even -par ;O. This muscular
of the season. and San Jose State’s Spartan Was medalist against
varsity golfers hiked their unbeat- Santa Clara last week.
en string to six, with victories over
Harry Taylor fashioned a 73. foi
University of Pacific and USF at another good round in mucky conSan Jose Country Club Friday.
dit ems.
SJS posted a whopping 18-0 vicSan lace State now has a 6-0-1
tory over the Dons and handed the record, having been tied by Fresne
Tigers a 16,2-11’2 drubbing. A sud- State. San Francisco State vise,
den return to form by Lotz, was Almaden Thursday in the next varthe feature note of the triangular sity match. Arizona State will be
Listz roasted the wet eountry at Almaden Saturday.
dish emirse with a three-tsnder- - --- - - par 67. The 5.114 Ail -American
had lost his last two outings.
John putted with precision and
blasted lisng drives all afternoon. ,
It was lagging green play th.,1
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skied his last two rounds to ISs
nnri 75 in losing matches with
Cards for all Occasions
Fresno State and Santa Clara.
Wedding Invitations
Lotz now appears ripe for the
, Western inter-Collegiatess fitted PAUL’S
tiled over a three-day period at
Greeting Card Shop
Pasatiempo beginninc April 11
ix 2 516S
Dan James continued to Im34 Fountain S,
pel-an coach Jerry Vroom, with
54.044.41,4541440564,1,0-10:01,A.107,,VVIA0V.,
1.0.0Wilds441,1"....:00
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event* and the mile relay to go,
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the relit).

Siee our selection of
Martin, Gaya, and Christy instruments
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Easter and Summer Vacations

HAWAII
per person

$214.95

April 5th to April 14th

PRICE INCLUDES: (ALSO SUMMER TRIPS)
L Round tt,p De4.se

2. Royal Haweiien L.I C;-,

HONOLULU.
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-

in and return et Waikiki.
3. Transfers from Airport c
4. Twin accommodations at 4-- "i Sea Shore Hotel."
ailed Pali Cruiser.
S. OAHU 110 mile four vie in flight.
ses and complimeni
6. II
iscluding transfers.
7. Kodak Polynesian dnce
II. 850,000 flight insurance to ai 0101009.01.
9. Air-conditioned rooms and apartments.
10. Gala Aloha Gat Together Party.
Flight via schsdoled carrier operating under the C A I. Authority.
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Easter: Celebrated Tradition
Dating from Primitive Times
has been spring and the mysters: of nature’s.
It seems that i .i
e steeped in rebirth has been celebrated since’
around for a ! .r
;
Jewish. and prinutive times.
ullTiOST ever:,
Christian trait: ti the wonder ot
Thday. Easter In observed on the
Sunday following the first full
moon ot springtime
TOITTILlla
ALL NEW 1963 CARS
dating back to the Old Testament
AT LOWEST PRICES
When the Israelites were In
Secto--y Warranty Soa 4, s ae- .
bondage in Foot. Moses led them
, ,
Al.. used car, at a
forth by the light of the spring’s
Call 3611-4259
first full moon. This beciune the,
(Redwood city)
Passover Season for the Jews.
tesus was celebrating the feast ,
1 11w Passover when he was seized
Early Christians
.nd erucified
the date of Easter as
tablished
"movable feast" like the Passer. The two feasts were calcuded on the same ancient lunar
"dendar so they would always occur only a few days apart.
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Big Auto
Insurance Savings Announced

modern name for Easter
trom the Teutonic goddess
sp11/117 I1114I the moon, "Eostra.’
the Easter bunny may also have
been introduced by her worshippers
The
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Poetry, F ict i on Contest
Offers Total $400 Prizes

$400 are La-iti.
.(icr ed tor original unpublished
-Mort stories, nonfiction articles
.inil ixtetry in the 18th annual writing contest sponsored by: Valley
Writers Council. Inc.
both were "open eyed watchers of
An entry fee of $2 for an initial
the night."
entry. and $1 for each additional
This still doesn’t explain how the
rabbit was endowed with egg -lay
ing powers - a point of contention for youngsteiN in any bind
Act-orduig t iegend. Lost la, tot
some teason known only: to herself. changed her pet bird into a
The SJS chapter of Pershing
creature of half -hen and half-hare
Both the rabbit - - and genera- Rifles, national military fraternity.
tions of young egg -hunters - have has elected Capt. (P.40 Robert
Egelston as new company combeen confused ever since.
mander for the spring semester
The ancient Persians claimed the
and announced plans to conduct
worlti was hatched from an egg on
a pledge program beginning next
the first day of Spring. At the
week, according to Paul Crary.
vernal equinox, they celebrated
public information officer for the
their version of New Year’s Eve’
organization.
by exchanging colored eggs as
Additional information of the
good luck charms.
pledge program, open to all RCYrC
The early Christians adopted the cadets, will be announced.
cust u m consecrating eggs and
Other Pershing Rifles club offistaining them deep red, to syrn- ’err 1.111’7 Andrew Malavos, execie
bolite the blood of Christ Dur- TiNe officer: Henry Cotton, s-1,
ing the Middle Aver, an Easter !Wye
s-2; Lloyd Clair,
gilt of volored eggs came to de- s -Ii: Allan Miller, s-4 anti Daniel
note affection Nobility exchanged Biondi, staff awistant
artfully designed artificial eggs ot
silver. mother-of-pearl, and bionic.
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Nurse To Speak
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But, colored eggs, no matter how
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the country.
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cash to the Student Affairs Business Office, TH 16, San
Entertainment to
Nloorwhtners"; closely with the college placement
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Jose State College, San Jose 14. California. Ads must
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be in by 2:30 P.M. two days prior to publication.
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Spartan Daily Classifieds
BUY ’EM!

1./.1.IL7cANT BUB ANAS1, B.S. IN Al IATION ADIIINISTRALIUN

"If I had it to do over again,
would I take Army R.O.T.C.?
Look at it this way. I like the idea of doing challenging
work. That’s why I volunteered for Special Forces. So
you can see why I felt pretty good when the Army a.ssigned
me to Europe! Here I really feel I’m doing something for

Bak Inas

Spartaguide

Flower
Shop

the cause of my country in these important times. How
many jobs can you think of that start you off with this

Nrkak;)’

’

r -

kind of responsibility? My wife’s here, too, and she lovt-s
it. We get a chance to travel. We meet the people, learn
new languages, customs. And there’s a pretty activ
social life on post, too. But above all, I’m an officer with
a job to do and with responsibilities to shoulder. I lik,

-1’

it that. way, and I have a hunch that my leadership training and experience will litlp me out whatever I do. Take
il

from

Noti’ic already half-way towards your

commission, see it through. It’s a good deal. I know."

TAKE A TIP FROM THE BRANS FOUR AMERICA’S CAMPUS FAVORITES

Campfire Girls
Seek Leaders

BUY DAILY CLASSIFIEDS!
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